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Anglo-Saxons Anglo- Saxons and Viking Normans Benin invasion by Britain 

  Benin 900-1300AD  

Blewbury CE Primary School – History Banksy 
Shine your light and share it with the world! 

Inquiry question: Is it ever OK to fight?  

History unit: Anglo Saxon Invasion  and Benin 

Strand: Struggle for the kingdom, A non-European society 

Why is this unit being taught in this term and links to 
previous learning. 
Links with the overall inquiry question of ‘Is it ever OK to fight?’ 
Links with other curriculum areas – see overview 
Builds on from How can we honour our past whilst creating a 
future? 
Links to understanding of why Ancient Egypt lost power and were 
invaded (How does the weather effect humans? Klimt) 
Links back to Roman invasion in Klimt – Do we have the power to 
change the world? 

Historical skills and enquiry (what the children will do) 

 
• Compare and contrast the reasons for invasions (Roman-

Saxon-Vikings-Normans) (Benin invaded by British) 

• Understand the chronological narrative of Britain 

• Understand methods of historical enquiry (using evidence – 
Bayeux tapestry) 

• Know and understand the characteristic features of Benin 
(past non-European societies) 

What children will need to already know to access this 
unit: 
•  Who were the Anglo-Saxons? 

• Where did they come from? Europe 

• That Benin was an area of West Africa 

• Over time Britain has been controlled by different people 
from Europe. 

Key vocabulary/glossary of terms:  
Invasion to enter as an enemy, by force, in order to conquer or plunder 

Bayeux tapestry long embroidered cloth – not an actual tapestry – which depicts the events 
leading up to the Norman conquest of England as well as the events of the 
invasion itself 

Empire An empire is a type of political unit. Throughout history countries have wanted 
to control lands beyond their borders. 

era A period of time starting from some special date or event 

Norman  Normans were the next group of people to rule England after the Anglo-Saxons 

Viking  Vikings were Norse people who came from an area called Scandinavia 

Roman Briton A term for the citizens of Britain after Roman conquer 

Anglo-Saxon Anglo-Saxons were a group of farmer-warriors who lived in Britain over a 
thousand years ago 

civilisation The level of development at which people live together peacefully in 
communities 

Benin Benin (a kingdom) began in the 900s when the Edo people settled in the 
rainforests of West Africa 

trade Trade is the exchange of goods and services between one country and another 

Palm oil Palm oil is an edible type of vegetable oil which is made from the fruit of oil palm 
trees. 

rubber Rubber is the name of a material which can stretch and shrink 

kingdom A state or government having a king or queen as its head 

  
 

What will children know by the end of this unit: 
 
The reasons why Anglo-Saxons invaded the East coast of Britain. 
Understand why some groups of Roman Britons chose not to fight back. 
To understand that following the Anglo-Saxon invasion a new British historical era 
began and that many words we use/place names today originate from that era. 
The Anglo-Saxons were defeated in 1066 (Harold) by the Normans and we know 
about this because we have the Bayeux Tapestry. 
The Benin civilization existed towards the end of the Anglo-Saxon era. 
Through invasion Benin became part of the British empire. 
Understand the different motivations for invasion. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Teacher’s notes:  

You will be covering law and justice for Anglo-Saxons later in the year so avoid this now. 

National Curriculum states study Benin 900-1300AD, however the invasion later by the British links with the invasion focus of this unit. 


